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2ABSTRACT
We introduce laser-assisted Time-Resolved SEM (TR-SEM), joining Scanning Electron Microscopy and laser light excitation, 
to probe the long-term temporal evolution of optically excited charge distributions at the surface of Metal Ammonium Lead 
Triiodide (MAPbI3) hybrid perovskite thin films. Laser-assisted TR-SEM relies on the optically induced local modification of 
Secondary Electron (SE) detection yield to provide mapping of photoexcited potentials and charge dynamics at surfaces, 
and qualifies as a complementary approach to near-field probe microscopies and nonlinear photoemission spectroscopies 
for photovoltage measurements. Real-time imaging of evolving field patterns are provided on timescales compatible with 
SEM scanning rates, so that temporal resolution in the millisecond range can be ultimately envisaged. while shorter 
timescales down to the ultrafast regime can be accessed by a pump-probe approach. MAPbI3 is an outstanding light-sensitive 
material candidate for applications in solar light harvesting and photovoltaics, also appealing as an active system for light 
generation. In this work, the real time temporal evolution of optically induced SE contrast patterns in MAPbI3 is 
experimentally recorded, both under illumination by a 405 nm blue laser and after light removal, showing the occurrence 
of modifications related to photoinduced positive charge fields at surface. The long term evolution of these surface fields 
are tentatively attributed to ion migration within the film, under the action of the illumination gradient and the hole 
collecting substrate. This optical excitation is fully reversible in MAPbI3 over timescales of hours and a complete recovery of 
the system occurs within days. 
Permanent irradiation damage of the material is avoided by operating the SEM at 5keV of energy and 1-10pA of primary 
current. Optical excitation is provided by intense above-bandgap illumination (up to 50W/cm2). TR-SEM patterns show a 
strong dependence on the geometry of SE collection. Measurements are taken at different axial orientations of the sample 
with respect to the entrance of the in-column detection system of the SEM and compared with numerical modeling of the 
SE detection process. This enables to single out the information regarding the local potential distribution. Results are 
interpreted by combining data about the spectral distribution of emitted SEs with the configuration of the electric and 
magnetic fields in the specimen chamber. The present modeling sets a robust basis for the understanding of photoinduced 
SE electron contrast.
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31. INTRODUCTION
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is a consolidated technique, widely used in morphological characterization at the 
nanoscale. SEM imaging by Secondary Electron (SE) detection is intrinsically sensitive to the presence of local space charge 
fields and voltage distributions at surfaces. Actually, charging and related parasitic effects may interfere with the emission 
and collection of the SEs up to the point where artifacts seriously jeopardize the reliability of the results (Cazaux, 2004; 
Seiler, 1983). However, this same sensitiveness to local charges and potentials has been turned into an opportunity and 
profitably exploited to widen the scope of application of imaging by SEM  beyond the mere morphological visualization. For 
instance, the modulations in SE contrast issued by surface polarization and space fields can be exploited to image  
heterostructures as well as differently doped regions in semiconductors (El-Gomati and Wells, 2001; Elliott et al., 2002; 
Kazemian et al., 2006; Sealy et al., 2000; Tsurumi and Hamada, 2013; Xu et al., 2013). In these cases, SE contrast originates 
from variations in the value of work function, from electrical charge redistribution and from local electric fields which affect 
the trajectories of emitted SEs and the collection yield (Cazaux, 2012, 2010; Chee et al., 2011; El-Gomati et al., 2005; 
Volotsenko et al., 2010). The impact of local surface fields on the SE trajectories and ultimately on measured SE contrast can 
be estimated by numerical modeling of  the processes of SE emission and detection. In principle, SEM sensitivity to local 
surface fields applies whatever is the source of charge unbalance. Specifically, optical excitation of charge carrier population 
at surface may lead to local modulation of the work function and to photovoltages and be imaged by SEM as SE contrast 
pattern. Extended review papers on photovoltage phenomena and related characterizations “at the crossroads of physics, 
chemistry and electrical engineering” have been provided e.g by Kronik and Shapira (Kronik and Shapira, 2001, 1999). Among 
commonly used experimental methods  to evaluate the effect we can mention photo-assisted Kelvin probe spectroscopy 
(Ali Deeb et al., 2017), all-optical pump-probe absorption spectroscopies (Jana et al., 2014) and photoemission electron 
spectroscopies (Tanaka, 2012). 
 The advantage of SEM, if compared to other measurement techniques, is the combination of surface selectivity and 2D 
mapping over a wide range of view fields with its lateral resolutions at the nanoscale. Such features are specifically useful 
when studying optical beam sensitive photoelectrical and photovoltaic materials, where a major role in defining the figures 
of merit for energy conversion is played by photo-physics and photo-chemistry at surfaces and interfaces (Chiarello et al., 
2017; Lanzani, 2012; Wuerfel, 2009). The idea of detecting electrons emitted from the illuminated surface of a 
semiconductor as a non-contact means to probe local photovoltage values actually traces back to the 1990s. In a first patent 
by Flesner, the energy spectra of SEs emitted from illuminated and dark regions in a semiconductor are compared, while 
probing different sites on the sample surface by scanning the Primary Electron (PE) beam (Flesner, 1990). Alternatively, 
photoelectrons are emitted as a consequence of illuminating the sample by UV light (around 6eV) and spectrally analyzed 
and detected, to probe the electrical potential at the material surface (Flesner, 1992). Regarding the temporal evolution, 
the dynamics of photoexcited electrical phenomena at surfaces may vary over an extreme range of timescales, from quasi-
CW (continuous wave) to ultrafast regimes. Light-assisted SEM analyses can be provided with Time-Resolved detection 
schemes (TR-SEM), conceived and designed to address the different dynamical ranges. Ultrafast dynamics in photoinduced 
4SE contrast have actually been retrieved stroboscopically, by exploiting pulsed PE beams  (May et al., 1987) and in pump-
probe configurations (Cho et al., 2014; Liao and Najafi, 2017; Mohammed et al., 2011). Specifically, ultrafast SEM monitors 
light-induced charge dynamics, deriving out-of-equilibrium and hot-charge transport parameters at semiconductor surfaces 
and pn-junctions. Its application to study charge dynamics in insulating systems has also been recently demonstrated by 
some of the authors (Zani et al., 2018).
Commercial SEM are capable of real-time imaging (compatible with raster scanning frequency) down to the milliseconds, so 
that optically excited charge transport phenomena evolving on these temporal scales may in principle be studied in a 
dynamical real-time TR-SEM. Materials and devices for photoelectric energy conversion are a case study for TR-SEM 
operating in real-time, as dynamical mapping of the distribution of surface photoexcited charge fields and voltages may 
provide insight into the factors influencing their performances.
In this work we present a light-assisted TR-SEM apparatus, to image in-situ excited photo-physical phenomena by 
performing real-time SE detection on the timescale of few tens of seconds and up to several hours. To this aim, pump laser 
light is coupled into the SEM measurement chamber to illuminate the sample, to provide dynamical maps of optically 
induced voltages at surfaces. A numerical model of the process of SE detection has also been developed to provide an 
insightful interpretation of the experimental results. 
We have exploited real-time TR-SEM to visualize light-induced modifications in hybrid perovskite Methylammonium Lead 
Trihalide-MAPbI3 (CH3 NH3PbI3), considered among the most promising candidates to fabricate high performance solar cells 
(Snaith, 2013; Wu et al., 2017). Sub-micron hybrid perovskites thin films feature extremely high power conversion 
efficiencies (PCE) -above 23% (“NREL’s “Best Research-Cell Efficiencies" Chart,” 2018) reached in laboratory environment. 
However, the heterogeneity at the local level, as well as instability and degradation issues over long temporal scales 
ascribable to photo-chemical and photo-electronic mechanisms (Deng et al., 2015a; Gottesman et al., 2015; Leijtens et al., 
2015; Xing et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016), still prevent reliable in-field exploitation of this nanostructured system. A full 
comprehension of the physics and chemistry at the origin of these issues has not been reached so far and TR-SEM analyses 
contributes with novel data.
The following Section describes the experimental setup of TR-SEM and introduces the analyses on MAPbI3. The regime of 
operation has been optimized to avoid both electron and optical beam damaging of the material.  In the Section dedicated 
to Results, TR-SEM operation is illustrated by means of selected key-examples. If contamination by moisture is avoided, as 
it may occur under vacuum conditions in SEM environment, no permanent damage in the material is registered even under 
intense and above-bandgap optical excitation (up to 50 W/cm2). Therefore, in the present case of free MAPbI3thin films, 
the evolution of optically-excited space charge domains is fully reversible over timescales of hours. The interpretative model 
has been developed at the aid of a numerical simulation for the SE detection process in the specific experimental 
environment. In the present case of characterization on perovskite thin films, TR-SEM results are discussed in the light of 
existing literature and support the occurrence of light-induced structural modifications attributed to ion migration, leading 
to long term evolution of reversible photoinduced charge fields at MAPbI3 surface, as reported and discussed in the final 
Section.
52. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1: Setup and principle of operation of TR-SEM
The general scheme of light-assisted TR-SEM experimental apparatus is represented in Fig.1a. A commercial High-Resolution 
Field-effect SEM (Tescan MIRA III) is customized by providing optical access to the specimen chamber through optical 
windows. The SEM is operated in High Vacuum at a pressure range of  and an in-column Everhart-5 ∙ 10 ‒ 4 ÷ 5 ∙  10 ‒ 5 𝑃𝑎
Thornley (ET) SE detector is used, with an acceleration grid at +300V and a +10kV scintillator. The ET detector is operated in 
linear regime, adjusted to avoid any saturation of the contrast. The latter is digitized over 216=65536 gray levels. Images are 
recorded in frames of 768 x 1024 pixels. Pixel dwell time ranges between 10 and 32 s/pixel, corresponding to image 
recording times of 7.8s and 25s, respectively. The present investigation on the evolution of light-assisted SE contrast is 
performed with the SEM operated in field mode, meaning that the magnetic objective lens is switched off. In this 
configuration, the detection system substantially operates under conditions of cylindrical symmetry, without affecting the 
validity of the results in terms of spatial resolution. Operation in field mode and related levels of magnification are also 
compatible with the need to keep optical pump-electron probe conditions.
The optical beam from a diode laser, emitting deep blue light at  in continuous-wave operation, is 𝜆 = 405𝑛𝑚 (3.061 𝑒𝑉)
expanded in a 1 x 4 telescope, spatially filtered to improve transversal mode selectivity, steered into the SEM specimen 
chamber and focused onto the sample within the SEM field of view. The optical bench support is rigidly connected to the 
SEM. The geometry of excitation and detection is schematically reported in Fig.1b. The reference system, fixed with the 
specimen chamber, has its z-axis coincident with the axis of the SEM column. Samples are mounted on a sample holder with 
two independent angular degrees of freedom. The sample holder can be azimuthally rotated by angle  in the horizontal 𝜙
plane (around the z axis) and tilted by angle  around the x axis, so as to vary the inclination of the normal direction of the 𝜃
sample surface with respect to the axis of the SEM column. The laser beam is directed onto the sample surface at an 
incidence angle , to minimize photon scattering towards the detector. 𝛾 = 70° ÷ 80°
6 (a)  (b)
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of TR-SEM setup. (a): the specimen chamber with free-space propagating laser beam  
focused onto the sample in the view field of the SEM. Incident Primary Electrons (PE) and emitted Secondary Electrons (SE) 
are indicated. SE are collected at the in-column detector (SED) (b): reference measurement geometry, showing azimuth angle 
 and tilting angle  around the x-axis. Angles   e   define the normal direction to the surface of the sample. The laser beam 
is also shown, incident on the surface at an angle  (not indicated). [NO COLOR PRINT]-[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
2.2: TR-SEM on Methyl-Ammonium Lead Triiodide thin films
TR-SEM has been applied to investigate the temporal evolution of photoexcited space charge dynamics at the surface of 
Methyl-Ammonium Lead Triiodide (MAPbI3) thin films, which are exploited as active absorbing layers in Planar 
HeteroJunction (PHJ) perovskite solar cells(Snaith, 2013).
The structure of Semiconductor hybrid perovskites have general chemical formula ABX3 is shown in Fig.2a, where A 
represents the methyl-ammonium cation CH3NH3+, B is the metallic cation (Pb2+) and X is the halide ion (I-). MAPbI3 films 
350nm-thick have been deposited by the two-step interdiffusion method (Xiao et al., 2014c) onto clean indium-tin oxide 
(ITO) coated glass substrates and with a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) interlayer. 
The structure of the sample under test is schematically represented in Fig.2b. The multilayered stack is part of the so-called 
“inverted” solar cell structure, where the MAPbI3 film is ultimately sandwiched between a hole transport layer (HTL, the p-
type side of the solar cell junction), the PEDOT:PSS film in this case, and an electron transport layer (ETL, the n-type side of 
the junction) provided by a PCBM film connected to a metallic film electrode (De Bastiani et al., 2016). Solar cells fabricated 
in the inverted structure and using perovskite absorbers deposited by the two-step interdiffusion method are demonstrated 
to reach best PCE values above 15 %, a Fill Factor around 80% and negligible hysteresis (Xiao et al., 2014a, 2014c). 
7 
Fig. 2: the structure of the sample under test with the neat MAPbI3 film exposing its free surface, and a reference stack 
structure of the inverted Planar Hetero Junction solar cell.
[NO COLOR PRINT]-[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
Deposited neat MAPbI3 films are polycrystalline, as shown in the SEM image in Fig.3a, with a distinctive heterogeneous 
surface (Wu et al., 2017).
(a)  (b)
Fig.3. (a): SEM images of the surface of neat MAPbI3 films, 350nm thick, deposited on PEDOT:PSS, showing the 
polycrystalline structure and typical surface heterogeneity; (b): absorption coefficient in the VIS and near IR optical range. 
Blue light is completely absorbed within the thickness of the film. 
[NO COLOR PRINT]-[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
Optical transmittance measurements are reported in Fig.3b. Estimated threshold absorption wavelength  𝜆 = 775𝑛𝑚
corresponds to an optical energy gap at  in substantial agreement with reported data in the literature (Hoke et 𝐸𝑔 = 1.6 𝑒𝑉,
al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2014). Above-bandgap blue light at    (3.0 eV) is therefore strongly absorbed. Actually, 𝜆 = 405𝑛𝑚
an absorption coefficient  can be estimated over the blue range, corresponding to an absorption length 𝛼~7𝑥104 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  
 and implying that the 350nm-thick film absorbs more than 90% of the incident light. In TR-SEM configuration, 𝛼 ‒ 1~140𝑛𝑚
the exciting laser beam is focused on the sample surface over an elliptical area measuring about 20000 m2 (minor axis 
). Incident optical power measures , corresponding to a maximum beam intensity  and to ~100𝜇𝑚 ~10 𝑚𝑊 𝐼~50𝑊𝑐𝑚 ‒ 2
a CW photon flux . Above-bandgap optical absorption promotes free electrons and holes pairs in the MAPbI3 ~1020𝑝ℎ/𝑐𝑚2
semiconductor. The local density of photoexcited free charges within one absorption length from the surface has been 
estimated by solving generation and recombination rate equations in steady state under the hypothesis of single-photon 
(linear) absorption (Srimath Kandada et al., 2016). Quasi-neutrality regime and free carriers lifetimes in the order of 100ns 
are assumed, as limited by trap-assisted and bimolecular recombination (Xiao et al., 2014a; Yamada et al., 2014). Estimated 
8value for free charge density at 10nm below the surface is  and exponentially decreasing in depth according to ~1017𝑐𝑚 ‒ 3
Lambert-Beer law. 
The values of optical intensity for the exciting laser beam have also been chosen so as to keep a safety factor of 10 with 
respect to ascertained threshold for permanent optical damage in metal halide perovskite thin films (Yuan et al., 2016). 
Actually, photo-chemical reactions can induce material dissociation and permanent morphological modifications. At our 
experimental conditions, optically induced permanent morphological damage is excluded by highly magnified (𝑀 = 50𝐾 𝑥) 
SEM images, taken 10 minutes after illuminating for 480 seconds at maximum intensity and showing no sign of 
morphological modification at the microscale. The absence of permanent damage is also favored by high vacuum conditions, 
strongly decreasing the effects of oxygen and moisture, which are major causes of oxidation of MAPbI3 and contribute to 
the degradation of the material under illumination (Leijtens et al., 2015). A differential image taken from Figure 4a and 4b 
is reported as Supplementary Information (Figure S.I.1) which highlights a slight photo-induced contrast modulation located 
at grain boundaries and lasting over several minutes. This grain boundary modulation might be contributed by light-induced 
long-lasting local space-charge domains, in agreement with what recently investigated e.g. by Gomez and co-workers by 
Photoconductive AFM and PL microscopy (Gomez et al., 2018)
(a)  (b)
Fig.4: SEM high magnification images M=50k of the pristine area of MAPbI3 sample (a)  and after being irradiated at 𝑰~𝟓𝟎 𝑾
 for 480 seconds (b), showing  no evidence of optically induced morphological damaging.𝒄𝒎 ‒ 𝟐
[NO COLOR PRINT]-[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
MAPbI3’s partially organic composition also makes it particularly sensitive to electron beam damaging under SEM 
investigations. Yuan and coworkers (Yuan et al., 2016) reported about the occurrence of permanent e-beam damage of 
combined chemical and structural origin induced in MAPbI3 films. At a PE current of 86pA@10kV, corresponding to an 
estimated dose of about  at experimental conditions there reported, ion migration and chemical decomposition 1015𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑚2
occurs, which under vacuum condition may even cause the removal of high vapor pressure materials, leading to strong and 
permanent modifications of the composition of the film and even morphological alterations.
9To minimize the risk of e-beam damaging of the sample (Cazaux, 2004), TR-SEM characterization is performed at 5kV of PE 
acceleration voltage, which is reported not to affect photo-physical properties of metal-halide perovskites (Yuan et al., 
2016). Under SEM testing conditions as used in the present context, e-beam damaging is most likely originated by 
hydrocarbon contamination (Egerton et al., 2004), even if in case of hybrid perovskite systems also a certain contribution 
from radiolysis and chemical decomposition at the molecular level could not be excluded a-priori. The effects of surface 
contamination by hydrocarbons on the SE emission spectral curve and on SEM contrast patterns (Cazaux, 2010) may be 
complex, and a full treatise on their mechanisms in perovskites films will not be given here. For the purposes of the present 
work the threshold for e-beam damaging has been experimentally estimated as the critical electron dose which permanently 
modifies the SE contrast on an irradiated zone. This has been evaluated by , as is evidenced by taking images of the MAPbI3 
surface at different increasing magnifications, as reported in details as Supplementary Information and in Figure SI.2. A 
threshold dose of  is found, equivalent to irradiating an area of  with a PE current of 100pA for 2 ∙ 1014𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑚2 180𝑥180𝜇𝑚2
16s. Therefore, to keep sub-threshold damaging conditions during TR-SEM, a PE current of , a pixel size of  5 ÷ 10 𝑝𝐴 1𝜇𝑚2
and a pixel dwell-time between 10  and have been used throughout all experiments, leading to recording times of 𝜇𝑠 32𝜇𝑠 
respectively 7s and 25s per image  and to a maximum electron dose  for the longest dwell-time. The ~2 ∙ 1011𝑒𝑙 ∙ 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 2
need to keep the perturbation induced by the electron probe negligible with respect to the effects optically induced by the 
laser pump, combined with the fact that the electron dose increases with the second power of image magnification , may 𝑀
limit the feasibility of high-resolution TR-SEM imaging in strongly e-beam sensitive materials. It may also represent an issue 
in cases when optical damaging poses a strict upper limit to the level of optical fluence. In the present case, a magnification 
 is chosen, also keeping the illuminated area fully within the  viewfield.𝑀 = 250𝑥 ÷ 400𝑥  
Monte Carlo calculations of the trajectories of PEs at 5keV in the perovskite stack have been assessed using CASINO 2.4.8.1 
simulation environment (Drouin et al., 2007). Results are reported in Fig. 5, showing that PE penetration depth is limited to 
the thickness of the MAPbI3 film, without affecting the underlying layers.  Therefore, photoinduced surface field is the 
expression of a polarization which entirely develops within the MAPbI3 volume. 
Fig. 5: MonteCarlo simulation of the trajectories of PEs at 5keV of primary kinetic energy, in the thickness of the MAPbI3 
film, without affecting the layers underneath. 
[NO COLOR PRINT]-[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
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Besides avoiding permanent damaging, the choice of optical and electronic parameters also assures that the energy 
deposited over the excited volume by incident pump photons – at a photon dose estimated in the  range- ~1020 ÷ 1022𝑐𝑚 ‒ 2
overcomes by three orders of magnitude the contribution of the e-beam probe, stating that the optical induced perturbation 
greatly exceeds e-beam induced one.  
3. RESULTS 
3.1 Differential TR-SEM contrast images
In SEM analyses, SE contrast patterns (Chee et al., 2008; Seiler, 1983) are generally contributed by sample morphology and 
by local differences in the values of the work function. In TR-SEM the SE contrast is also contributed by the variations that 
illumination induces in the material and which affect the processes of emission and collection of SEs. One of the most 
valuable information concerns electrical space charge fields that build-up at semiconductor surfaces as a consequence of 
optical absorption. Space charge in turn modifies the local value of the work function and SE emission. Locally modulated 
work function also issues polarization patch fields in the vacuum volume adjacent to the surface, which affect SE trajectories 
and collection at the detector.
The dynamical evolution in light-induced SE contrast is shown by acquiring TR-SEM images after selected time intervals 
during CW illumination and then  by periodically taking images after turning the laser off, to record the decay of SE contrast 
along several minutes. SEM images are also collected after several hours of permanence in the dark, to check for residual 
long-lasting laser-induced effects.
In order to retrieve information about light-assisted SE contrast and to disentangle the morphological contribution, a 
procedure of differential processing of detected SE images has been developed, as exemplified in Fig. 6 and detailed in the 
following. TR-SEM images have been acquired in asymmetric detection geometry at  and tilt . The first row 𝜙 = 30° 𝜃 = 45 °
of Fig. 6 (labelled as a) shows raw SEM data. The frame on the left (label ref) is the reference image of the pristine sample, 
taken in any series of measurements before illumination to record the morphological contribution to SE contrast.  As the 
light is turned on (column label  on), the overall brightness increases due to scattered photons detected at ET, while a dark 
spot appears in correspondence with the position of the laser beam, indicating a reduced SE collection. The dashed ellipse 
highlights the laser spot on the surface of the MAPbI3 film. The elliptical mark results from stretching the cross section of 
the free propagating Gaussian beam by the projection factor . As already stated, by using incidence angles 1 cos (𝛾)
 photon scattering at the detector is minimized. On switching the laser beam off, (column label  off) the bright 𝛾 = 70° ÷ 80°
background vanishes, but the modulation in SE contrast located at the position of the laser spot is still visible.
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 Fig. 6:  TR-SEM images, showing the raw acquired data and the result of image post-processing. The spatial scalebar is 
common to all images. Dashed ellipses highlights the laser spot on the sample surface. In row (a): (column label: ref) 
Pristine sample before illumination. This image is taken as reference for further processing; (column label: on) SE contrast 
immediately after turning on the laser; (column label: off) SE contrast immediately after turning off the laser. In row (b): 
differential TR-SEM images, where reference image has been subtracted from raw images,  in columns labeled (on) and 
(off) respectively. In row (c): final  differential contrast images, after background subtraction, respectively 𝑪𝑵𝒊,𝒋
corresponding to the (on) and (off) cases respectively. A grey level offsetting to medium grey is observed.
[SMALL COLUMN SIZE]
Optically induced effects are barely perceptible in the as-taken SEM images reported in the upper row of Fig. Detected raw 
SE images are then differentially processed as explained hereafter. A preliminary 2D Gaussian smoothing (with  equal to 
three pixels) is performed in each one of the images over the values of grayscale measured at pixels (i,j). Then, differential 
contrast images are obtained  from each one of the N-th contrast images taken under (or after) illumination. This is operated 
by a pixel-by-pixel subtraction of the value of the  gray level measured at pixel (i,j) in the N-th image,   , and the 𝐼𝑁𝑖,𝑗
corresponding gray level in the reference image , that leads to:𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖,𝑗
(1)𝐼 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑁𝑖,𝑗 ‒  𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑖,𝑗  .
 The results are shown in row (b) of Fig.6. The contribution to the SE contrast from morphology and work function 
modulation of the pristine sample is drastically reduced and light-induced contrast is enhanced. The laser footprint appears 
in the shape of an elliptical region of dark SE contrast.
The final differential SE contrast images are then defined as: 
,         (2)𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐼 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖,𝑗 ‒  𝐼𝑁,𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
and obtained by subtracting to  a background level , defined as a spatial average of  values measured 𝐼 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖,𝑗 𝐼𝑁,𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝐼 𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑖,𝑗
outside the illuminated spot.
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Examples of corresponding differentially processed and renormalized images are shown in row (c ) of Fig. 6. The subtraction 
of an averaged background is a linear correction which eliminates the contribution to SE contrast due to other causes than 
local optical excitation, though not accounting for non-linear effects and interdependences. In this way, also the averaged 
bright background contribution, which occurs under illumination due to scattered photons, is removed and optically induced 
contrast maps  can be compared. Processed images clearly show a dark contrast area under illumination and the rise of 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
a dipolar contrast configuration as illumination is turned off. Background subtraction is necessary to improve the visibility 
of the photoinduced SE contrast, which in the strongest case amounts to about 5% of the background value and in general, 
to decouple the measurement from background fluctuations which may occur between different images within a temporal 
series. It is worth also noticing that the same parameters of brightness and contrast for the ET detector are used all along 
each one of the temporal series of images.
3.2: Geometrical dependence of  TR-SEM contrast patterns
Since surface orientation and collection geometry crucially affect SE detection yield (Cazaux, 2010; Konvalina and Müllerová, 
2006; Müllerová and Konvalina, 2009) TR-SEM contrast patterns have also been recorded at different orientations of the 
sample with respect to the column axis, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig.8.
The field mode of operation of the SEM combined with in-column detection is at the origin of a z-axis cylindrical symmetry 
in detection which can be observed in the set of images reported in Fig. 7, that shows the effect of tuning the azimuthal 
angle . Images are collected after exposing the sample to laser light for 4 minutes and then leaving it in the dark for 𝜙
approximately 20 minutes to let the system evolve onto a quasi-stable condition. Again, dipolar contrast patterns are 
generated, similarly to what shown in Fig. 6. The angle  is changed to one of twelve discrete values sampling the full 𝜙
roundabout while keeping the sample surface normal at  from the electron column axis. tilt angle fixed at . No 45°  θ = 45°
significant variation of the contrast over the illuminated area is evident, apart from the azimuthal rotation. 
Fig. 7: Effect of horizontal rotation  on TR-SEM contrast on MAPbI3. Measurements are taken in the dark after equivalent 
illumination conditions. The outcome is a plain roundabout of the frame, with the laser mark following the  rotation.
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Instead, different orientations of the sample with respect to the detection axis (that coincides with the electron column axis 
in field mode)  entrance of the detection system strongly affect the appearance of the  contrast maps. Fig. 8 shows the 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
effects induced on TR-SEM images by changing the tilt angle  between the sample surface normal and the electron column 𝜃
axis at fixed azimuthal angle after exposing the sample to the laser beam in the same conditions as in Fig. 7. In Fig. 𝜙 = 0 , 
8a a series of differential images taken at different tilt angles is reported. The corresponding cross-sectional profiles, 
extracted across the direction marked by the arrow, are shown in Fig. 8b. In passing from negative to positive values of 𝜃, 
evidently also the contrast pattern inverts its sign. Moreover, in correspondence to , i.e. when the sample normal is 𝜃 = 0
parallel to the axis of the electron column, TR-SEM contrast within the illuminated area looks plain dark.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 8: Effect of tilting angle  on TR-SEM contrast on MAPbI3. Measurements are taken in the dark after equivalent 
illumination conditions.(a): differential contrast maps measured at different tilting angle; (b): cross-section profiles 
corresponding to maps in (a). As tilt angle changes sign, also the photoinduced contrast is reversed.
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3.3: Temporal evolution of Light-assisted TR-SEM contrast
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Temporal series of images of photo-induced TR-SEM contrast in MAPbI3 have been acquired at experimental conditions such 
as to avoid permanent damaging by electron and photon beam irradiation.  Fig. 9 shows an example of long term evolution 
of photoinduced contrast in dark. Differential  patterns in frames (b-d) are acquired respectively 16 min, 24 hours and 72 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
hours after switching illumination off, respectively. The photoinduced pattern is clearly visible in frame (b) and its contrast 
amplitude slowly decreases, recovering towards the SEM image of the pristine sample as shown in frames (c) and (d). This 
is an indication that, in the absence of any permanent damage, optically induced TR-SEM contrast is reversible and 
characterized by recovery times that can last up to many hours.
Fig. 9: Long term persistence of the SE contrast perturbation and recovery of pristine conditions at long timescales. Photon 
dose is 2,5x1022 ph/cm2. (a): raw morphological image of pristine surface; (b) TR-SEM contrast  after 16 minutes in dark; 
(c) after 24 hours in dark; (d)  after 72 hours in dark.
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A deeper insight in the TR-SEM contrast dynamics in MAPbI3 can be obtained from the temporal series in Fig. 10, acquired 
in the same geometry as in Fig. 6 (  and  ). The sample is  illuminated for 480s and then kept in the dark for 𝜙 = 30° 𝜃 = 45°
further 480s. TR-SEM patterns in Fig. 10a are acquired along the first 180s under illumination and then along the first 180s 
in the dark. 
Under illumination, the main feature in  images is a dark area at the laser spot, corresponding to a negative contrast. As 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
the exposition progresses along the first 180s, the dark area widens and the amplitude of the contrast increases. A faint 
dipolar contrast is also visible, at the edges of the dark region. As the laser is switched off, a more complex contrast pattern 
appears within the acquisition time for one single frame, with sharper bright and dark sides, opposite to the case under 
illumination and also evolving on the timescale of a few minutes. Related  contrast profiles are extracted by cross-𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
sectioning the illuminated elliptical areas along the minor axis and are shown in Fig. 10b. At laser on, contrast profiles are 
dark and bell-shaped in correspondence with the laser beam spot. A zone of brighter differential contrast arises, aside of 
the illuminated area and in the region of the sample closer to the entrance of the detection system. As the laser is turned 
off, the profiles change their shape over a switching time in the range of a few seconds, and the sharp dipolar SE contrast 
clearly appears, while the region of sample closer to the column turns darker than the background and the region away 





Fig. 10: evolution in the TR-SEM contrast in time, shown by the sequence of differential images, detected at  and 𝜙 = 30° 
. (a): Differential patterns recorded under illumination at several times along 180s and subsequently during 180s 𝜃 = 45°
in the dark; (b): related contrast profiles, measured  along the minor axis of the elliptical illuminated zone, as marked in 
(a).
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3.4:  Numerical modelling of TR-SEM detection 
The optically induced dipolar TR-SEM contrast patterns and their evolutions can be discussed in the frame of local 
photovoltaic effects at the surface of MAPbI3 films. In the formation of SEM images, a key role is played by the process of 
SE collection at the detector under the effects of electric and magnetic fields in the specimen chamber (Müllerová and 
Konvalina, 2009). Localized potential distributions at surfaces and corresponding patch fields affect the trajectories of 
emitted SEs, in dependence on their kinetic energy and emission point. All these effects must be taken into consideration 
for a correct interpretation of the experimental results when using SEM to map local charge distributions (Cazaux, 2008, 
2004).
A proof of concept scheme is provided by simulating the operation of light-assisted TR-SEM in Simion 8.0 numerical 
environment (Manura and Dahl, 2008). The collection efficiency at SEM detector is evaluated by estimating the collection 
efficiency at SEM detector by calculating the static electric and magnetic field distribution within the specimen chamber and 
then the trajectories for emitted SEs. We adopted a simplified 2D approach where we model the collection of SE as a function 
of emission position on the sample (representing a 1D cross-section of the surface).
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Secondary Electrons are represented as being emitted from just outside the surface (3nm above), Lambertian distributed in 
angle (Slówko, 1999) and with a distribution of kinetic energy  detailed in the following. The physics of generation and 𝐸𝑘
transport of SE within the semiconducting  perovskite film is accounted for by assuming a spectral distribution for the 
number N of emitted SE defined as (Cazaux, 2010; Henke et al., 1979):
  . (3)𝑑𝑁 𝑑𝐸𝑘~𝑓(𝐸𝑘) = 𝐸𝑘/(𝐸𝑘 + 𝜒 ‒ E𝑔)2(𝐸𝑘 + 𝜒)5/2 
In Eq.3,  is the kinetic energy of emitted electrons in the vacuum,  and  are respectively the electron affinity and the 𝐸𝑘 𝜒 𝐸𝑔
bandgap of the material.  For the MAPbI3 layer,  has been evaluated by choosing  as educated guess value 𝑓(𝐸𝑘) 𝜒 = 3.93𝑒𝑉 
for the electron affinity (Zhao et al., 2015) and  for the amplitude of the bandgap (present work).  The resulting E𝑔 = 1.6 𝑒𝑉 
spectral distribution is plotted in Fig.11, with a maximum in the SE emission probability located at  a. Then the 0.85𝑒𝑉 
simulation focuses onto the process of collection of emitted SEs in the presence of surface photoinduced local potentials.  
In correspondence to each emission point at sample surface the SE total collection is evaluated by integrating different 𝐸𝑘 
contribution curves and using as the relative weighting function. In particular, we used Ek values over the 𝑓(𝐸𝑘) 0.1𝑒𝑉 ‒ 15
 range, considering that this portion of the spectrum contributes more than 90% of the overall SE emission. In this way, 𝑒𝑉
the SE contrast energy profiles modified by the collection efficiency result in emission point dependent SE collection yields 
at the detector in dependence on the emission points.
Fig.11 : SE emission function for MAPbI3,  calculated up to Ek=50eV, for   as guess values, respectively  𝜒 = 3.93𝑒𝑉, 𝐸𝑔 = 1.6𝑒𝑉
for the electron affinity and the bandgap in MAPbI3 . 
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Detector and electron column are defined as metal electrodes with assigned values of potentials, which are boundary 
conditions for the resolution of the Laplace equation in free space. Namely, the detector is modeled as an simple electrode 
(representing the acceleration grid) at , while the electron column is set at 0V. Also the sample bulk is grounded  𝑉 =+ 300 𝑉
and represented as a rectangle 1cm-wide positioned at 5mm from the electron column. On the contrary, At the sample top 
surface a potential distribution is inserted, modeled as with a normal distribution of standard deviation  = 50m and peak 
amplitude  This models the effects of the laser beam photoexcitation, under the hypothesis of Gaussian beam cross-𝑉𝑝𝑘
sectional profile and above-bandgap linear absorption of incident photons. The surface photo-excited potential results from 
the unbalanced charge distribution between the sample surface and the bulk, the amplitude of which is Gaussian-distributed 
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in the plane of the sample -but for the projection factor  - resulting in an elliptical cross-section. Also the surface 1 cos (𝛾)
potential calculated along the points of the axes of the illuminated ellipse is a bell-shaped function which can be 
approximated by a normal function. 
The spatialy modulated surface potential affects the trajectories of the SE in an emission point dependent way. The signal 
from the ET detector is substantially proportional to the number of SE entering the SEM column, spatially filtered by the 
effective collection angle. The effective collection angle, referred to the sample normal, is defined as the averaged maximum 
emission angle of the electrons that arrive on the detector; specifically, the average is performed over the significant energy 
interval of [0eV, 15eV] of the spectral distribution of SE and for a sample potential kept at 0V. In case of sample horizontally 
aligned at =0, an effective collection angle of  is estimated, by accounting for the angular and spectral SE emission. 𝜃 ~2𝑑𝑒𝑔
4. Discussion
Bright and dark contrast areas in SEM images as in Fig.10 correspond respectively to regions of higher or lower SE collection,  
resulting from the spectral distribution of emitted SEs as well as from their trajectories to the detector (Cazaux, 2012, 2010). 
A key to the interpretation of TR-SEM contrast patterns is provided by comparing measured differential profiles and 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗 
numerically simulated profiles of SE collection yield, in the presence of a local surface potential distribution. Therefore, 
experimental  cross sectional profiles have been extracted across the laser footprint in TR-SEM patterns and compared 𝐶𝑁𝑖,𝑗
to simulated SE collection profiles. 
It is evident that experimental cross-sectional profiles are deeply affected by the value of tilt angle . For instance, in Fig. 8   𝜃
variations in  transform the dark pattern measured in correspondence to the illuminated area at   into a dipolar 𝜃 𝜃 = 0
contrast. In other words, if the negative contrast which is registered under conditions of z-axis symmetry at  indicates 𝜃 = 0
that a localized reduction in SE collection occurs as a consequence of above-bandgap photon absorption in MAPbI3 film, 
asymmetric detection at   advises that this may not be due merely to a depressed value of SE emission in the 𝜃 ≠ 0
illuminated spot.
For an insightful analysis of the experimental results, accordingly, two reference simulation geometries are chosen. The first 
case, z-axis symmetric, is described in Fig. 12 and refers to horizontal sample ( , with its surface normal directed along 𝜃 = 0)
the column axis.  All the SE emission points located at the sample surface are equidistant from the SEM column. This case 
removes any possible collection effects due to geometrical asymmetries, stressing the importance of local distribution of 
potentials at sample surface in affecting the SE contrast map. Fig. 12a shows the 2D section of the specimen chamber as it 
looks in the simulation environment. The relative positions of the sample, the column and the ET detector are in scale. The 
insets show the potential distribution in the chamber volume and the trajectories for emitted SEs, (1) in the cases of absence 
of illumination (the sample is grounded and ) and by admitting that a local voltage distribution is excited at the 𝑉𝑝𝑘 = 0
sample surface, with normal distribution centered with the column axis and peaked a , performing a lensing 𝑡 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =+ 5𝑉
effect (2,3). Specifically, case 2 (3) shows the trajectories of SE emitted from a surface point aligned with the column axis 
and with kinetic energies slightly below (above) . Case (3) In the latter case graphs refers to a test positive value  ,  and 𝑒𝑉𝑝𝑘
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show the lensing effect which modifies the trajectories of emitted electrons. In the simplified case of SE emitted from the 
center of the sample, as in the insets of Fig. 12, only those at >  are collected (Cazaux, 2010). By accounting for SE 𝐸𝑘 𝑒𝑉𝑝𝑘
emission points over all the illuminated area, less energetic electrons are generally less collected than higher energetic ones. 
When also considering the relative higher contribution of the less energetic SEs to the detected signal, as expressed by the 
spectral function , an overall dark SE contrast is generated. Simulated and experimental contrast profiles for this 𝑓(𝐸𝑘)
symmetric case (  are compared in Fig. 12b, referred to a post-illumination case ( in Fig.8). Measured and 𝜃 = 𝜙 = 0 ) 𝜃 = 0 
simulated dark profiles are in good agreement, suggesting that a contribution to dark differential contrast patterns over 
illuminate regions can be contributed by positive values of photoinduced local surface potentials. The insets show, on the 
right, the geometry of cross-sectioning of SE contrast patterns and, on the left, the comparison among simulated contrast 
profiles at different values of , showing that electrons emitted closer to the optical axis experience larger collection 𝑉𝑝𝑘 > 0
efficiencies, that may turn in positive contrast. Left-right asymmetries in the profiles that may arise from the asymmetrical 








Fig. 12: detection of TR-SEM patterns in case of horizontal sample ( . (a) Schematic representation of 2D simulation 𝜃 = 0 )
environment, showing the relative positions of the sample, the column and the ET detector. The insets show the potential 
distribution in the chamber volume and trajectories for emitted SEs from a surface point on the column axis, in the absence 
of illumination (1) and by admitting that a local voltage distribution is excited (2,3), showing its lensing effect on SE emitted 
from the center of the sample. For >0, only SE at >  are collected. (b): Comparison of experimental TR-SEM contrast 𝑉𝑝𝑘 𝐸𝑘 𝑉𝑝𝑘
pattern and simulated contrast profile across the optically excited region, referring to a post-illumination case and by 
admitting . The insets show the comparison among simulated contrast profiles at different values of 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =+ 5𝑉
photoinduced potentials, and the geometry of cross-sectioning of measured SE contrast pattern. (200 µm scale mark)  
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The second simulated geometry addresses the role of local potential in case of sample tilted at  and is shown in Fig.  𝜃 = 45°
13. The degeneracy in distance between SE emission points and the entrance of the in-column detection system is removed 
and, by accounting for relative position of SE emission points with respect to the distribution of local photoexcited space 
charge, additional information is conveyed. Specifically, Fig. 13a is a sketch of tilted sample, where red (blue) arrows indicate 
the emission of SE from points on the surface respectively located closer (farther) to the entrance of the column than the 
center of the illuminated spot. The effect of a positive potential distribution located at the illuminated spot is to decrease 
electron collection from the points located closer to the column and to improve collection from farther points located 
farther from it, as shown by the SE trajectories plotted in Fig. 13b and 13c respectively. The overall effect on the population 
of emitted SEs is equivalent to that shown in Fig. 13d, where an experimental cross section measured in dark 60s after 
turning laser off (also shown in Fig.10a) is compared with simulated profile obtained for . Also in tilted geometry, 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =+ 5𝑉
the matching of the experimental and simulated trends for SE collection implies that experimental results are consistent 
with the existence of a localized region of positive voltage at sample surface. This suggests that, as soon as the laser beam 
is turned off, over time constants of several seconds a net positive voltage distribution builds-up at the surface of MAPbI3.
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(d)
Fig. 13: detection of TR-SEM patterns in case of tilted sample ( . (a) Schematic representation of 2D simulation 𝜃 = 45° )
environment, showing the relative positions of the sample and the column and the position of the illuminated spot. The 
arrows indicate respectively SE emission points closer to the entrance to the column than the illuminated region (red 
arrow), or farther from it (blue arrow), respectively. (b),(c): trajectories of collected electrons, emitted respectively from 
points located closer to the entrance of the column (red), or farther from it (blue) respectively , by admitting that a local 
surface potential of peak value  exists at the illuminated site. (d): Comparison of experimental TR-SEM 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =+ 5𝑉 
contrast pattern and simulated contrast profile across the optically excited region, referring to a post-illumination case 
and by admitting . In the inset, the geometry of cross-sectioning of measured SE contrast pattern. (200 µm 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =+ 5𝑉
scale mark) 
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SE collection profiles have also been simulated by admitting that a negatively polarized area is induced on the sample. Fig.14 
compares the test cases of , calculated in asymmetric geometry. Evidently in the case of a negative potential the 𝑉𝑝𝑘 =± 5𝑉
contrast pattern is coarsely reversed with respect to the case of a positive potential, similar to experimentally measured 
one. On the other hand, the profiles show evident shape differences, which reduce the superposition of the first profile with 
the sign horizontal-reversal of the second (indicated by the gray dotted line). This effect is attributed to the enhanced 
breaking of symmetry due to the lateral position of the detector.
Fig. 14: Comparison of simulated profiles for SE collection at the detector, contributed by electrons at  in the 𝐸𝑘 = 5𝑒𝑉, 
presence of a localized and Gaussian-shaped region of positive (blackline) and negative (gray line) surface potential, in tilted 
geometry.  Measured TR-SEM profiles are in accordance with the generation of a positive voltage in the illuminated region. 
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For sake of comparison, a horizontally reversed replica of the green profile at negative surface potential is also shown (dotted 
gray  line), to be compared to the red profile. Differences can be ascribed to symmetry breaking due to the combination of 
tilted geometry an of the lateral position of the detector. 
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Even if a detailed explanation of the photo-physics at the origin of the space charge distribution detected by TR-SEM is 
beyond the scope of the present work, TR-SEM findings illustrated here support some of the interpretative models proposed 
in the literature and provide a strong theoretical framework to investigate the photoinduced dynamics at surface of 
perovskite and other semiconductor materials, on long and, in perspective, also on short timescales. Namely, TR-SEM 
patterns are consistent with the hypothesis that a positive space charge distribution develops at the surface of perovskite 
thin films after illumination at photon energies exceeding the bandgap, which evolves over time scales of the order of several 
minutes. Equilibrium conditions are eventually recovered over a few hours. Since free carriers injected in perovskite films 
recombine in sub-second timescales (Sarritzu et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2014b), slowly evolving contrast is an indication that 
the space charge field at surface is of ionic origin. 
Specifically, in the present case strongly absorbed blue light induces a gradient of illumination, which may issue a 
segregation of positive charge at the film surface and a migration of negative charge towards the back. The building-up of a 
positive space charge configuration at the surface of MAPbI3 films may be consistent with photoinduced migration of 
negative  ions away from the surface and towards the PEDOT:PSS layer under the effect of concentration gradients and 𝐼 ‒
charge effects (Deng et al., 2015b; Xiao et al., 2014b), the mobility of iodide being greatly enhanced under illumination (Xing 
et al., 2016). Ion mobility  is one major cause in the degradation of performances of perovskite solar cells (Barker et al., 
2017; Xing et al., 2016). However, the present result show that charge redistribution may also occur in the absence of a 
complete device, and when just the free surface (neat) MAPbI3 film is considered as in the present case. The migration of 
 away from blue-light illuminated surface in neat perovskite films, without electrical contacts, has also been proven by 𝐼 ‒
chemical mapping using Time-of-Flight Second-Ion-Mass-Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) (deQuilettes et al., 2016).
Upon light removal the temporal dynamics registered in TR-SEM express a slow recovery of the system to its pristine state 
, which takes up to several hours to recover. Again, this is compatible with what is assessed by complementary research in 
the literature on photoinduced chemical and structural transformation of perovskite films (deQuilettes et al., 2016; 
Gottesman et al., 2015). Regarding the amplitude of the photoinduced electrostatic voltage, an electrical biasing in the range 
of 1V builds up across the 300nm-thick perovskite film, in a model where the illuminated MAPbI3 film acts as a capacitor 
and by admitting that a net charge density of about  is optically excited over a depth of  1017 ‒ 1018𝑐𝑚 ‒ 3 𝛼 ‒ 1 = 100𝑛𝑚
(which is fully compatible with reported data in the literature related to the concentration of defects (Wang et al., 2014; 
Xiao et al., 2015)).  In case of passivation of the top surface of the film, as it is obtained by depositing the ETL layer in a 
complete solar cell structure, quite different local charge transport conditions and surface values of photovoltage may arise.
The building up of a dark and rather uniform contrast under CW illumination, as shown in Fig. 10, deserves a different 
discussion. It can be admitted that above-bandgap blue laser light is absorbed within the MAPbI3 thickness (Stranks et al., 
2014) and excites a free carrier population in the range of   within 100 nm from the surface, as can be 1016 ÷ 1017𝑐𝑚 ‒ 3
calculated by solving drift-diffusion rate equations. Semiconducting MAPbI3 thin films grown by the two-step interdiffusion 
method on PEDOT:PSS are generally of p-type (Xiao et al., 2014b). In turn, p-type semiconductors are reported to show a 
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brighter SEM signal than n-type ones, also due to a favorable surface band bending and local work function reduction 
induced by the presence of charged surface defect states (Cazaux, 2012; El-Gomati et al., 2004). In the illuminated area, as 
a consequence of the density of photoexcited free carriers, screening of the surface charges and band flattening occurs 
(Kronik and Shapira, 1999), that locally increases the work function value and decreases the SE collection yield. Such a 
phenomenon is similar to a local dynamic photo-doping of the surface of the perovskite material, which turns more n-type, 
so that collection effects similar to those happening in pn junction geometries become temporally evident (De Bastiani et 
al., 2016; Deng et al., 2015b). The result is a dark differential TR-SEM contrast, which instantaneously follows the switching 
ON and OFF of the illumination under present experimental conditions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Time-Resolved laser-assisted SEM (TR-SEM) provides dynamical mapping of in-situ excited photo-physical and photo-
chemical phenomena at surfaces, with nanoscale resolution and large field of view. In the present work optically excited SE 
contrast patterns are recorded at subsequent temporal intervals and over timescales compatible with real-time SEM 
imaging. Differential processing of detected SE images allows to disentangle the optically excited contribution to SE contrast 
from the morphological background. The information on the photoexcited surface dynamics provided by TR-SEM crucially 
depends on the geometry and boundary condition of the detection process, which are modeled in the framework of static 
electric and magnetic field calculation and ray-tracing of SE electron trajectories.
In its present proof-of-concept implementation, TR-SEM provides qualitative dynamical imaging of the long term evolution 
in the charge fields, optically excited and segregated at film surface. A more quantitative approach can be developed, by 
introducing a finer numerical modelling of the actual SEM specimen chamber geometry and of SE collection process. For a 
thorough quantitative evaluation, through the fitting with simulated patterns, also the modifications in the SE emission 
curve introduced by intense optical irradiation and related effects in the material should be taken into account (Cazaux, 
2011), to correlate the gray levels corresponding to differential contrast values with the surface voltage, through the CNij  
fitting with simulated patterns.
Real time TR-SEM is applied to visualize long-term dynamics of photoinduced potentials at the free surface of MAPbI3 
perovskite thin films deposited onto conductive PEDOT:PSS and illuminated by above-bandgap blue laser light at =405nm. 
Permanent damaging of the material is avoided by operating the TR-SEM at 5keV of PE energy and 1-10pA of primary 
current, even under intense optical excitation up to 50W/cm2.  As the MAPbI3 film is illuminated by focused light, SE contrast 
patterns build up on the temporal scale of seconds and evolve in the dark after light removal, with time constants of several 
minutes. A nearly complete recovery of pristine conditions is achieved within days. By performing measurements at 
different orientations of the sample with respect to the SEM column axis, and by comparing measured contrast profiles with 
results from a 2D numerical model, TR-SEM patterns can be attributed to the buildup and evolution of local space charge 
fields. Specifically, in the light of the studies on photovoltaic perovskites and related photoinduced charge transport, TR-
SEM results supports the hypothesis of slow motion and reconfiguration of the ionic species in the MAPbI3 polycrystalline 
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samples under illumination, leading to optical excitation of a local positive potential at surface and to its recovery over 
timescales of hours.
The overall depression in SE emission which is observed under illumination is also contributed by a phenomenon of optical 
poling of the MAPbI3, which near its surface from p-type turns into n-type from p-type and increases the barrier to SE 
emission.
The reversible dynamics of photoinduced phenomena in MAPbI3 even at high optical intensities, as displayed by TR-SEM, is 
appealing in view of applications of the material in concentrated photovoltaics and as an active material for light generation. 
A more detailed explanation regarding the physical and chemical mechanisms at the basis of TR-SEM induced dynamical 
contrast in hybrid perovskites will be presented elsewhere.
In perspective, thanks to its surface mapping capability, TR-SEM can support investigations on the photo-physics and 
working principles of photoelectrical and photovoltaic material systems and devices, in thin films and low-dimensional 
structures. Besides being effective in the dynamical probing of spatially-resolved photoelectric response of materials, as a 
tool TR-SEM can support investigation on their fatigue, damaging and  long term degradation.
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Light-induced modifications at grain boundaries in SEM imaging
SEM images were taken at a magnification M=50k X, to highlight the grain morphology at film surface. 
Images were taken before and after laser irradiation, as described in Figure 4 and here reported in Figure S.I.1. 
The differential image – digitally realigned to compensate for mechanical drift of the stage – suggests that under 
present experimental conditions negligible morphological damage is induced. Contrast variations in the 
differential image in correspondence to grain boundaries might be contributed by light-induced long-lasting local 
space-charge domains, in agreement with what recently investigated e.g. by Gomez and co-workers by 
Photoconductive AFM and PL microscopy (Gomez et al., 2018). 
Figure S.I.1.: SEM high magnification images M=50k of the pristine area of MAPbI3 sample (a) and after being 
irradiated at  for 480 seconds (b), showing no evidence of optically induced morphological 𝐼~50𝑊𝑐𝑚 ‒ 2 
damaging. (c) Differential processing of images (b)-(a) to enhance possible light-induced modifications at the 
grain level. Images have been realigned, to partially take into account the thermally induced mechanical drift of 
the stage. Realignment of the images was performed by maximizing the 2D cross-correlation between images (a) 
and (b).
Effects of C contamination on SEM contrast and light-induced TR-SEM 
In order to avoid the effects induced by e-beam-assisted hydrocarbon contamination on TR-SEM contrast results, 
a damaging threshold for the electron dose – defined as the number of electrons deposited over a specific area 
and measured in electrons/cm2- was experimentally defined. At fixed values of primary electron (PE) current, the 
electron dose increases with magnification. Therefore, in order to visualize contamination effects induced by the 
electron beam on MAPbI3, the following process was established. At a defined value for the PE current a first 
SEM image was acquired at magnification M= 1500X; then, a second image was acquired on the same spot at 
lower magnification M = 300X. In this way, the frame of the former image at higher magnification (also 
corresponding to higher electron dose) is fully contained within the field of view of the latter and a darker frame 
is imaged in case of contamination.
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The process is described in Figure SI.2. Figure SI.2(a) shows the reference scheme of the image frame at M=300X, 
which contains the frame at M=1500X. Figures SI.2(b-d) are images taken at M=300X and that include the frames 
at M=1500X and scanned at electron doses respectively of    and   5 × 1013𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2, 2 × 1014𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2 5 × 1014𝑒𝑙/
 Contamination marks can be perceived starting from an electron dose of , which can be taken 𝑐𝑚2. ~1014𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2
as the threshold value.
Figure SI.2. Characterisation of the electron beam effect on MAPbI3. (a) Measurement scheme: an image at M = 
1500X is acquired; then the effect is monitored on a frame at M = 300X. (b-d): Images represent overviews (300X) 
with inner frames (1500X) scanned at electron doses of:    and    5 × 1013𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2, 2 × 1014𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2 5 × 1014𝑒𝑙/𝑐𝑚2.
Dashed rectangle in (b) is a guide for the eyes. Images contrast has been enhanced to highlight electron beam 
marks.
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